Mailing Decision Tree

1. **200 Pieces?**
   - **Identical Pieces**
     - **NO**
       - **First-Class**
     - **YES**
       - **Need to arrive quicker than 2 weeks?**
         - **YES**
           - **Standard mail**
         - **NO**
           - **Upper right Corner Clear 1.25” x 3.25”?**
             - **NO**
               - **Apply Stamps at Augsburg**
             - **YES**
               - **Meter at Augsburg or at daily mail service (depends on size of mailing, deadline, or ease of piece in meter)**

2. **Calculate cost effectiveness of sending to mailing service?**
   - **(postage x # pieces + processing / # pieces)**
     - **NO**
     - **YES**
       - **Send to daily mail service at $0.174/ each**
       - **Send pieces and mailing list to mailing service**